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rigorous stocks assessments and marine surveys. Accordingly, President George W.
Bush has requested an increase of $8.9 million to NOAA’s $31.6 million budget next
year for fishery assessments, and Congress
seems amenable to the hike. But Hilborn
doubts that amount would be nearly enough.
“To do it right would take a staggering
increase in resources,” he says.
Another regulation will give NMFS

more data on recreational fishing, which
can rival the impact of commercial fishing
in some parts of the country, by creating
a registry of saltwater anglers. The agency
will accept public comments through
11 August, and the catch-limit rule remains
open for public comment until 8 September. The agency hopes to finalize both rules
by the end of the year.
–ERIK STOKSTAD
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ITER Costs Give Partners Pause
Last week, ITER scientists revealed a new
cost estimate for the multibillion-dollar
fusion reactor that was 30% higher than earlier calculations. Now the project’s seven
international partners must decide whether
they can afford it.
ITER, or the International Thermonuclear
Experimental Reactor, is designed to show
conclusively that fusing together hydrogen
isotopes at extreme temperatures—the
process that powers the sun—can be harnessed on Earth as a practical energy
source. Fifteen years of discussion and
experiment led in 2001 to a “final” design for
the 20,000-ton ITER reactor, twice the size in
linear dimensions of the world’s current
largest. Since then, the partners—China, the
European Union, India, Japan, Russia, South
Korea, and the United States—have chosen
Cadarache in southern France as a site and set
up the organization that will build the reactor
(Science, 13 October 2006, p. 238).
The current price tag is €10 billion, half of
which will pay for construction. Last week,
the project’s governing council met in
Aomori, Japan, to hear about a new review of
that 2001 design that includes numerous
refinements and upgrades to components,
including magnets and heating systems, plus
additional magnets to help control explosive
discharges at the plasma edge (Science,
13 June, p. 1405). Those design changes
will cost an extra €1.2 billion to €1.6 billion,
ITER managers estimate, and the council
immediately ordered an independent assessment of the costs in time for its next meeting
in November. In the meantime, the council
did approve a 2-year delay, to 2018, in the
expected start-up of the reactor.
Fusion experts say that it’s notoriously
hard to keep such large projects within
budget. “When they actually go out and build
things, they always cost more,” says Stephen
Dean, president of Fusion Power Associates, a
lobby group in Gaithersburg, Maryland. But

ITER scientists believe that the design
changes are crucial to the project’s chance of
success and that the partners should approve
the new cost estimate. “It will define what we
can do and when we can do it,” says David
Campbell, assistant head of ITER’s department of fusion science and technology.
It won’t be an easy sell, however: Some

Hungary: Where Europe
Will Be EITing
Budapest will host the headquarters of the new
European Institute of Innovation and Technology (EIT). Conceived as a way to boost innovation à la the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, EIT has been roundly criticized by
European scientists as misconceived and politically motivated (Science, 21 September 2007,
p. 1676). But József Pálinkás, president of the
Hungarian Academy of Sciences, says he hopes
EIT will attract new investors to the region and
inspire Hungary’s students and young scientists. “It shows that Hungary is a player” in the
European science scene, he says.
Hungary beat out Wroclaw, Poland; Jena,
Germany; the Spanish city of Sant Cugat des
Vallés; and a twin bid by Vienna, Austria, and
Bratislava, Slovakia, for the right to host the
administrative headquarters of the virtual
institute, which is slated to receive €300 million through 2013.
–GRETCHEN VOGEL

Council: Machine Won’t
Destroy Earth

Going up. As ITER’s partners prepare to start construction, design changes are bumping up the cost.

ITER partner governments won’t be happy at
being asked to fork out more.
The panel tasked with assessing the new
cost estimate will be led by Frank Briscoe,
former operations director of the JET fusion
reactor near Oxford, U.K. The European
Union, which as host must bear nearly
50% of the cost, declined comment on the
new estimate beyond saying, in the words
of research spokesperson Catherine Ray,
that “we’re happy [Briscoe’s] group has
been set up.” Meanwhile, the partners in the
world’s most expensive experiment will be
debating its future. “There will be some
very, very hard diplomatic negotiations
over what the partners are prepared to pay,”
says a senior European researcher who
asked not to be named.
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With only weeks to go before particles begin
whizzing around in the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC), the world’s most powerful particle
accelerator, at CERN near Geneva, Switzerland,
the lab’s governing council sought last week to
get one thing straight: Yes, it’s safe. Honest.
Citing some of the more exotic theories of
fundamental physics, online commentators
have suggested that the LHC’s particle collisions
could create a microscopic black hole that, if
stable, could swallow up Earth. Other potential
threats include vacuum bubbles, magnetic
monopoles, and strangelets. Two people even
filed a lawsuit in U.S. federal court in Hawaii in
March to try to halt LHC operations until a safety
and environmental audit is carried out.
Although the lab looked into the issue in
2002, media interest in the perceived risks
and new results and theories in physics drove
the lab to reexamine it. CERN’s 15-page
report, released last week, concluded that
“there is no basis for any concerns,” principally because thousands of cosmic rays with
energies much higher than LHC can achieve
bombard Earth every day, yet no black hole or
exotic particle has yet devoured the planet.
“The Web has become a place where people
can steer the scientific process in unpredictable ways,” says CERN theorist Michelangelo Mangano, a co-author of the new report.
–DANIEL CLERY

–DANIEL CLERY
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